
Q & A 
with Andrew J Harvey 

Q: Did you always want to be a writer? 

A: I’ve probably wanted to be a writer ever since I was at primary school, when I wrote my first 
‘book’. As an adult I’ve discovered that writing is a little like an addiction for me, and if I go 
more a couple of weeks without writing my fingers literally start itching. I was about twenty-
five when I completed my first, completely unpublishable, novel. After that were another 
13+ manuscripts in genres as diverse as: science fiction, fantasy, historical thriller, and 
modern romance, all with multiple knock-backs. After all the rejections, it was a bit of a 
shock when in January 2018 I signed contracts with two publishers for four stories. Nightfall 
is my first published novel, and I’m incredibly proud of it. 

Q: Do you have a specific writing style 

A: Yes, although it has taken me a while to actually develop my own voice. My writing is quite 
terse compared to some other authors, and tends to move along at quite a clip. This may be 
because when I initially plot out a story I aim to write 30 chapters with one significant event 
per chapter. As my chapters are generally quite short, somewhere between 2,000 and 3,000 
words each, the effect is rather liking running 500 metres rather than a sprint or a marathon. 

Q: How much of the book is realistic 

A: I’ve tried to make the world of the Clemhorn siblings as realistic as possible. That is, as long 
as you can accept that Trans-temporal Portals and their ability to link two non-contiguous 
space-time points between parallel universes, could exist. For everything else Wikipedia and 
Google has been my constant friend. 

Q: If you had to summarise your latest book in less than 20 words what would you say? 

A: Nightfall follows the Clemhorn siblings during the war that almost destroys the Cross-
Temporal Empire and its fifty-four alternate Earths. 

Q: Are you a planter or a plotter? 

A: Definitely a plotter. Before starting a book I will have written a short paragraph for each 
chapter. Characters generally have a free hand about how they go about solving the problem 
I’ve given them in that chapter, and often their solution will completely surprise me, but that 
keeps things interesting. 

Q: How long does it usually take you to write a book? 

A: With the trilogy I’m presently working on, a follow-up to Clemhorn, it’s taken about six 
years to complete the first in the series to a publishable standard. However, during that time 
I’ve also completed two drafts of the second book, and the first draft of the final book. Now 
that I’ve retired from the Public Service I am hoping to release one book a year. 

  



Q: Are the experiences/characters based on someone you know 

A: I never base individual characters on someone I know, but I might steal their names 😊. 
 
The original concept of the Clemhorn Trilogy was loosely based on England’s Wars of the 
Roses. This was an especially bitter inter-dynastical conflict that while it didn’t affect most of 
the population, did result in a significant culling of the ruling class. When I started writing, 
however, Donald, Conrad, Ivy, and Arnold quickly developed their own personalities, and 
the three books a life of their own. 

Q: Which writers do you believe have had the most effect on your writing? 

A: Anne McCaffery and her Pern series have had a big influence, I’ve recently been 
deconstructing her ‘Dragonsinger’ to see how she constructs a particular scene. I adore Lois 
McMaster Bujold’s Barrayaran stories, and the way she’s developed Miles (or as I suspect, 
has developed himself). I also have to mention Glenda Larke who gave me some extremely 
useful advice on how to start a novel. And then there’s the wonderful group of authors I 
have been lucky enough to work with at Hague Publishing. There’s nothing like editing 
someone else’s novel to see how to improve your own. 

Q: Will there be other books set in the Cross-Temporal Empire? 

A: Absolutely. Apart from Nadir and Sunrise, which will complete the Clemhorn Trilogy, I am 
presently finishing a new trilogy set about three years after the war. I initially intended to 
focus on Margaret Peric (one of the Clemhorn’s cousins), but then Jade, Margaret’s 
bodyguard shouldered her way centre-stage so now they have to share the story. 

Q: What genre is ‘Nightfall’ 

A: Alternate History, with more than a smidgeon of Steam Punk. 

Q: Do you have a certain routine when you write?  

A: For the last five years I wrote on the train when I commuted to the city each morning for 
work. Now I walk the dog, make myself a cup of coffee and settle down to write at my desk 
in the loft. For background music I stream Calgary’s Country 105. I’ll take a ten minute 
break every hour and after walking to the shops for lunch, will generally work through until 
4:30. I am also trying to enforce a weekly routine to ensure that I complete one new chapter 
a week, and edit a further two. Between social media, publicity, and running Hague 
Publishing I find my time fully committed. To tell the truth I’m not sure how I managed to 
keep everything ticking over while working a full-time job. 

 

  


